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Fraud is impacting your profitability and brand value 

It’s a common misconception that fraud only affects financial services firms. The evolution of online 

channels and the ease of establishing online capabilities (e.g. mobile payments) has made fraud an 

issue in other verticals as well. And the business of fraud is booming, with companies scrambling to 

keep up!

As fraudulent activity continues to rise, so does the amount of money that companies spend each 

year to combat it. LexisNexis estimates that in 2017, the cost of fraud was 1.58% of revenue for 

retailers, 2.17% of revenue for eCommerce, and 2.39% of revenue for financial service companies. As 

the cost of fraud continues to rise, Forrester estimates that eCommerce fraud in the US and Western 

Europe reached $18.6 billion in 2018. 

Fraud prevention measures can be expensive for companies and frustrating for customers.

Fraudulent orders not only result in costs and fees associated with labor, merchandizing, and shipping, 

but also impact the customer service groups that need to handle increased volumes. Implementing 

process and tools that may increase this friction can negatively impact the customer experience. 

Additionally, the brand value also takes a significant hit because no matter how the fraudsters 

acquired the information, customers will always associate the fraudulent charge with your brand.

Finding a delicate balance between providing a friction-less and easy online customer experience 

and implementing ways to improve your fraud protection are becoming increasingly important in 

safeguarding your brand. 

Fraud prevention can do more than save you billions of dollars 

Traditionally, companies have used fraud management solutions to prevent and mitigate fraud losses 

to directly impact their bottom line. Fraud solutions can improve fraud detection rates by reducing the 

number of false positives and minimize hidden costs associated with manual labor-intensive reviews.

While companies may have invested in fraud protection primarily to prevent fraud, there is a 

growing opportunity to create an attractive customer experience and boost top-line growth by 

driving customer sales, acquisition, and retention. Next-generation fraud protection solutions 

have the potential to dramatically reduce wrongful rejections by recognizing the patterns of good 

transactions. This helps improve the overall shopping experience for customers and yield higher 

profits for your brand. An easier and more efficient buying experience that reduces the amount 

of time customers need to wait during manual reviews will drive customer experience and boost 

customer loyalty in the long run.
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Fraud is becoming increasing prevalent. Forrester estimates that global spending on fraud protection and 

management solutions will grow to $10.4 billion in 2023, up from $5.0 billion in 2017 — a compound annual 

growth rate of 12.9%. Fraud protection is as much about recognizing and enabling good customers as it is about 

stopping the fraudulent ones.

microsoft dynamics 365 Fraud Protection can diagnose, evaluate and protect your brand

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Fraud Protection (DFP) is a cloud-based solution designed to help e-commerce merchants 

decrease fraud costs, increase acceptance rates, and improve the customer shopping experience. Over a period 

of 2 years, Microsoft e-commerce leveraged the same solution to achieve a 9% revenue uplift due to higher bank 

acceptances and lesser false positives and saved over $76M by reducing fraud and manual case reviews.

How is this achieved? Adaptive AI technology continuously learns and adapts to evolving patterns of fraud to 

combat payment and account-creation fraud. A fraud protection network provides connected knowledge from all 

merchants for better fraud insights while safeguarding the privacy of customers. Additional information about the 

score and profile of each transaction is proactively sent to banks and credit card issuers to build trust and boost 

acceptances. A built-in escalation support tool provides detailed context of the customer transaction and real-time 

fraud insights to enable better customer service experience. Finally, an account creation risk assessment provides 

protection to business from fraudulent accounts being generated. 

Click here to learn more about Microsoft Dynamics 365 Fraud Protection and see how it can boost your 

e-commerce revenue, safeguard your brand value and improve your customer experience.
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Why Read This Report
Identity and access management (IAM) software 
tools help digital businesses provide access to 
employees, partners, and customers without 
sacrificing security or user experience. This data-
driven report gives a five-year view of growth 
in the global IAM software and services market 
and explores web single sign on (SSO), identity-
as-a-service (IDaaS), multifactor authentication 
(MFA), risk-based authentication (RBA), privileged 
identity management (PIM), identity management 
and governance (IMG), and consumer identity 
and access management (CIAM).

Key Takeaways
PIm Is crucial
Forrester estimates that at least 80% of data 
breaches have a connection to compromised 
privileged credentials, making PIM crucial for 
an organization’s security. We estimate the PIM 
market will grow at 16.2% annually over the next 
five years.

IAm has evolved Into An essential Business 
component
IAM has evolved from a purely security-focused 
technology into an essential technology that 
helps companies understand and engage 
with customers across every step of their 
journey. CIAM is now a cornerstone of digital 
transformation, managing customer identities and 
preferences across channels while maintaining 
customer privacy. We expect CIAM to be one 
of the fastest-growing segments, with a 15.4% 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) over the 
next five years.

cloud Is transforming IAm
IDaaS capabilities continue to mature beyond 
core SSO use cases. We expect IDaaS to grow at 
a 14.1% CAGR over the next five years.
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Digital Businesses Face A Myriad Of Identity-Related Challenges

For today’s digital businesses, IAM involves far more than just provisioning and enforcing employee, 
business partner, and, in some cases, customer access to corporate resources. Security and risk 
(S&R) pros must now govern access across a variety of populations — from employees to partners 
to customers — without affecting experience. And they must protect corporate resources across a 
hybrid environment (on-premises and cloud) while giving users secure access to these resources from 
a variety of devices.

IAM seeks to determine who has access to which resources and why. An effective IAM strategy helps 
prevent employee data leaks and facilitates compliance with increasingly complex regulations.1 We 
expect companies to invest more in IAM solutions as the benefits become increasingly transparent. 
In our most recent 2018 security survey, 34% of global security decision makers expect to increase 
identity access spending by more than 5% in the next year, up slightly from 32% in 2017 (see Figure 
1). Security decision makers also report plans to implement additional IAM solutions over the next 12 
months (see Figure 2).

 › IAm has evolved into an essential business component. IAM has evolved from a purely 
security-focused technology into an essential technology that helps companies understand and 
engage with customers across every step of their journey. CIAM is now a cornerstone of digital 
transformation. CIAM tools manage customer identities and preferences across channels while 
maintaining customer privacy.2

 › commercial off-the-shelf (cots) IAm solutions improve roI. Forrester evaluated the costs 
of different IAM execution options. Based on net present value over three years, build-your-own, 
COTS, and IDaaS solutions provide a significantly higher ROI versus manual IAM processes. These 
cost efficiencies help drive growth of vendor IAM software solutions.3

 › IAm helps prevent employee data leaks. Forrester’s data shows that 24% of security decision 
makers whose firm suffered a data breach in the past 12 months experienced breaches caused by 
internal incidents, either unwittingly or intentionally, and another 15% of breaches were caused by 

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO10164
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO9125
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO1762
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=BIO11504
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lost or stolen assets.4 IAM solutions can help mitigate this risk by reviewing and resetting access 
when an employee changes job responsibilities and by immediately shutting down access when an 
employee leaves the company.

 › IAm facilitates regulatory compliance. In the US, access to protected health information must 
be strictly controlled under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Other 
countries and verticals have other regulations to protect customer data — and firms use IAM 
tools to achieve compliance.5 Some regulatory agencies require use of IAM tools. For example, 
the Reserve Bank of India has mandated two-factor authentication (2FA) for online credit card 
transactions above INR 2,000 ($29).6

 › IAm defends critical super-user and privileged accounts. An effective IAM strategy can also help 
protect against external security breaches. Verizon’s “2018 Data Breach Investigations Report” found 
that 276, or approximately 12%, of the confirmed breaches analyzed involved privilege misuse.7 IAM 
tools such as multifactor authentication and PIM can provide an additional security layer.

 › cloud is transforming the IAm market. IDaaS capabilities continue to mature beyond core SSO 
use cases to include user provisioning, on-premises SSO, two-factor authentication (2FA), and 
cloud security gateway integration. Forrester expects IMG to be delivered from IDaaS solutions.8

FIGure 1 Spending On Identity And Access Software Is Stable

2018

2017

“How do you expect your �rm’s security spending on identity and access 
management will change from this year to next year?”

Base; 2,204 (2018) and 2,601 (2017) global security technology decision makers who have seniority level 
of manager or above

Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics® Security Surveys, 2018 and 2017
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FIGure 2 Companies Continue To Increase IAM Implementations

Implementing/implemented or
expanding/upgrading implementation

Planning to implement within
the next 12 months

“What are your �rm’s plans to adopt the following identity and access 
management technologies?”

Base: 968 global network path security decision makers at �rms with 20+ employees

Note: Percentages may not total because of rounding.

Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics® Security Survey, 2018
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Access governance: identity audit or
access recerti�cation/attestation

Privileged identity management

Providing single sign-on portals to employees
for SaaS-based app access (IDaaS)

Risk-based/context-based authentication

Internal web single sign-on/web
access management

Customer identity and access management

Two-factor authentication 79%

79%

77%

76%

75%

74%

77%

IAm soFtwAre sPendInG wIll reAch $16.8 BIllIon By 2023

Forrester predicts that the IAM software market will grow to $16.8 billion by 2023, from $10.2 billion in 
2018 — a CAGR of 10.5% (see Figure 3). Different forms of IAM drive growth (see Figure 4):

 › web sso simplifies the user login experience. Web SSO reduces the need for employees and 
customers to remember countless user name and password combinations; a single pair provides 
seamless access into multiple web applications. Web SSO helps reduce password-related risks, 
allows for easy integration of 2FA, improves user productivity, and also reduces the operational 
support costs associated with managing password issues for end users. The strong business 
benefits of web SSO have been well known, and this is one of the more mature IAM market 
segments. Web SSO is closely aligned with 2FA as more firms follow their web SSO deployment 
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with 2FA to mitigate password-related risks. For web SSO, we expect 5.4% growth over the next 
five years.

 › Idaas offers the flexibility of cloud. IDaaS offers a compelling alternative to traditional on-
premises IAM solutions.9 The simpler and faster software-as-a-service (SaaS) deployment model 
of IDaaS, coupled with the subscription pricing model, now puts IAM capabilities within reach 
of smaller firms that may not have the in-house skills to support an on-premises deployment. 
Because of its simplicity, we expect IDaaS to grow more quickly than on-premises, and we forecast 
a 14.1% CAGR over the next five years.10

 › Governance is critical for compliance and security. Identity management and governance (IMG) 
solutions give S&R professionals the ability to: 1) provision all users with the appropriate level of 
access, and 2) ask managers and application owners to review that access. Good governance 
practices can reduce the cost of compliance and help ensure fewer separation-of-duties 
violations.11 We expect the IMG software market to grow at a 7.4% CAGR over the next five years.

 › cIAm shapes customer experience. Customer IAM requires a delicate balance between 
security measures that are strong enough but don’t detract from the customer experience.12 If an 
authentication process has too many hoops to jump through, a customer may cancel or abandon 
a transaction. Businesses can’t afford to lose customers due to bad CIAM practices, but a well-
managed CIAM program can leverage CIAM data to build a more holistic view of the customer. This 
information can help with customer retention and drive profitability. As companies learn to leverage 
CIAM data, we expect that will drive implementations, and we expect the CIAM software market to 
grow 15.4% annually.13

 › mFA provides an extra layer of security. MFA requires two or more authentication factors, such 
as two-factor, three-factor, or four-factor authentication. A user must provide additional information 
that only they know, such as a one-time passcode sent to a predetermined mobile number. We 
expect the MFA market to be one of the fastest-growing sectors, increasing 12.4% annually over 
the forecast period as organizations continue to wean themselves off relying on passwords for 
authentication.

 › rBA forces only suspicious users to authenticate. RBA solutions develop a risk score in real time 
based on device and user profiling.14 Based on these risk scores, the RBA solution only asks high-
risk and suspicious users to provide additional authentication. This minimizes the inconvenience to 
low-risk users.15 We expect the RBA software market to grow 10.8% over the next five years.

 › PIm secures “super-user” access. Powerful super-user and other privileged accounts have 
special power and contribute to data losses, so special oversight is required.16 For example, each 
database or data lake has a privileged account that opens unlimited access to the database. If 
a hacker gained access via a compromised credential, they could not only steal all the data but 
also modify or destroy it. Forrester estimates that 80% of security breaches involve privileged 
credentials.17 PIM software solutions allow companies to control and audit sensitive administrative 
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access in a scalable and repeatable way. We estimate that the PIM software market will grow 
16.2% over the forecast period.

FIGure 3 Spending On IAM Software Will Reach $16.8 Billion By 2023
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Source: Forrester Analytics: IAM Software Forecast, 2018 To 2023 (Global)
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FIGure 4 Spending On PIM Will Grow The Fastest

IAM software spending growth by category, 2018 to 2023 CAGR

Source: Forrester Analytics: IAM Software Forecast, 2018 To 2023 (Global)

Web single sign-on (SSO) 5.4%

Identity management and governance (IMG) 7.4%

Risk-based authentication (RBA) 10.8%

Privileged identity management (PIM)

12.4%
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Identity-as-a-service (IDaaS) 14.1%

Consumer IAM (CIAM) 15.4%

FInAncIAl serVIces, GoVernment, And retAIl sPur Growth

Looking at the IAM market by vertical, financial services firms make up the lion’s share of IAM spending 
today (see Figure 5). We expect this trend to continue, with financial services firms dominating 
spending on IAM software over the next five years. We expect media to be the fastest-growing sector 
and the fourth-largest user of IAM solutions by 2023. Some highlights by industry vertical:

 › Financial services and government are the largest users of IAm solutions today. We estimate 
that financial services companies account for nearly one-third of the total IAM market in 2018, 
with government agencies at 13%. Financial services companies must comply with regulatory 
requirements and keep sensitive financial data secure. They are relatively mature in IAM adoption, 
so we expect slightly slower-than-average growth of 8.6% annually. Financial services companies 
will account for the largest dollar volume growth in IAM spending over the next five years.

 › Government usage will grow steadily. Government agencies are using IAM to improve national 
security, reduce the threat of cyberattacks, and ensure that appropriate measures are in place to 
keep citizens’ personal data private.18 We predict that government spending on IAM will grow by 
8.7% over the forecast period.

 › media, entertainment, and leisure will grow the fastest. CIAM tools help media companies offer 
a frictionless customer experience while securing personal data. In our latest security survey, media 
company respondents’ plans to implement IAM solutions are on the rise.19
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 › retail will use IAm to enhance cX. Retailers must cope with high employee turnover and 
seasonal workers. The cost of data breaches can be extremely high for a retailer as customers lose 
faith in the brand.20 We expect retailers to increase investment in CIAM solutions to support other 
customer experience initiatives while also increasing investment in traditional employee-oriented 
IAM initiatives such as 2FA and identity governance. Overall, we expect the retail sector to be one 
of the fastest-growing, at 14.5% annually over the next five years.

FIGure 5 Financial Services Companies Look To IAM Solutions To Protect Sensitive Data

Financial service companies will spend the most on IAM solutions

Source: Forrester Analytics: IAM Software Forecast, 2018 To 2023 (Global)
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Supplemental Material

ForecAst methodoloGy

ForecastView is a syndicated subscription service delivering access to more than 40 forecasts annually 
across North America, Europe, Asia Pacific, and Latin America.

Our forecasts employ a unique methodology: By leveraging business and technology leader demand-
side data balanced with company supply-side metrics, we provide a highly detailed understanding of 
each market. Forrester’s ForecastView service provides reliable insight into the business technology 
markets. It offers a framework for understanding market drivers and inhibitors and helps clients to plan 
and prioritize investment decisions. ForecastView provides detailed data and market metrics from our 
major forecast models over a five-year period for the markets of eCommerce, digital marketing, mobile, 
and business technology.

Engage With An Analyst

Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with Forrester thought leaders to apply  
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.

Forrester’s research apps for ios and Android.
Stay ahead of your competition no matter where you are.

Analyst Inquiry

To help you put research 
into practice, connect 
with an analyst to discuss 
your questions in a 
30-minute phone session 
— or opt for a response 
via email.

Learn more.

Analyst Advisory

Translate research into 
action by working with  
an analyst on a specific 
engagement in the form 
of custom strategy 
sessions, workshops,  
or speeches.

Learn more.

webinar

Join our online sessions 
on the latest research 
affecting your business. 
Each call includes analyst 
Q&A and slides and is 
available on-demand. 

Learn more.

http://www.forrester.com/app
http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
https://www.forrester.com/events?N=10006+5025
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As part of the forecast modeling, Forrester develops comprehensive historical and base-year market 
size estimates based on a variety of sources, including public financial documents, executive 
interviews, Forrester’s proprietary primary business technology research and surveys, and analysis of 
global companies’ distribution and growth.

All of Forrester’s forecasts are designed by a dedicated team of forecasting analysts who build the 
models, conduct extensive industry research, and manage the process of formally building consensus 
among Forrester’s analysts. Forecast analysts have backgrounds in investment banking, management 
consulting, and market research, where they developed extensive experience with industry and 
company forecasting.

surVey methodoloGy

For the Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics® Security Survey, 2018, we conducted 
an online survey fielded from May to June 2018 of 3,089 business and technology decision makers 
located in Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, the UK, and the US from companies with two or 
more employees.

For the Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics Security Survey, 2017, we conducted 
an online survey fielded from May to June 2017 of 3,752 business and technology decision makers 
located in Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, New Zealand, the UK, and the US 
from companies with two or more employees.

Forrester Analytics’ Business Technographics ensures that the final survey population contains only 
those with significant involvement in the planning, funding, and purchasing of business and technology 
products and services. Research Now fielded these surveys on behalf of Forrester. Survey respondent 
incentives include points redeemable for gift certificates.

Please note that the brand questions included in these surveys should not be used to measure market 
share. The purpose of Forrester Analytics’ Business Technographics brand questions is to show usage 
of a brand by a specific target audience at one point in time.

Endnotes
1 For more information on the benefits of IAM and the IAM business case, see the Forrester report “Making The 

Business Case For Identity And Access Management.”

2 For more on current trends and the future of IAM, see the Forrester report “Top Trends Shaping IAM In 2019” and see 
the Forrester report “The Future Of Identity And Access Management.”

3 Forrester’s IAM cost model can help S&R professionals estimate the costs, benefits, and ROI of different IAM 
deployment models. For more details on the analysis, see the Forrester report “Making The Business Case For Identity 
And Access Management.”

4 Source: Forrester Analytics Global Business Technographics Security Survey, 2018.

5 The US Department of Health and Human Services cites two-factor authentication as a method to manage the risk of 

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES80481
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES80481
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES143661
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES136522
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES80481
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES80481
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unauthorized access to electronic protected health information. Source: “HIPAA Security Guidance,” U.S. Department 
of Health & Human Services, December 28, 2006 (https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ocr/privacy/hipaa/
administrative/securityrule/remoteuse.pdf?language=es).

6 In 2009 the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) began requiring additional authentication for all online card-not-present 
transactions. On December 6, 2016, the RBI relaxed the rules and removed the requirement for two-factor 
authentication for transactions less than INR 2,000 (approximately $29). Source: “Credit/Debit Card transactions-
Security Issues and Risk mitigation measures,” Reserve Bank of India, February 18, 2009 (https://www.rbi.org.in/
scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=4844&Mode=0) and “Card Not Present transactions – Relaxation in Additional Factor 
of Authentication for payments upto ₹ 2000/- for card network provided authentication solutions,” Reserve Bank of 
India, December 6, 2016 (https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/NotificationUser.aspx?Id=10766&Mode=0).

7 Source: “2018 Data Breach Investigations Report: Executive summary,” Verizon (https://enterprise.verizon.com/
resources/reports/DBIR_2018_Report_execsummary.pdf).

8 For more on the trends shaping the IAM market, see the Forrester report “Top Trends Shaping IAM In 2019.”

9 IDaaS vendors include Centrify/Idaptive, Gemalto, Microsoft, Okta, OneLogin, Oracle, and Ping Identity. For more on 
identity-as-a-service, see the Forrester report “The Forrester Wave™: Identity-As-A-Service, Q4 2017.”

Effective January 1, 2019, Centrify spun out its IDaaS business into a new company Idaptive. Source: “Idaptive 
Spinout FAQ,” Centrify (https://www.centrify.com/centrify-idaptive-faq/).

10 For more information on IDaaS as on alternative to on-premises IAM, see the Forrester report “Ten Critical Questions 
To Ask Before Adopting Identity-As-A-Service (IDaaS).”

11 IMG platforms provide functionality such as user account provisioning, delegated administration, role management, 
access request management, user self-service, and access certification. IMG vendors include CA Technologies, IBM, 
Ivanti, MicroFocus, Omada, One Identity, RSA Security, SailPoint Technologies, and Saviynt. For more information on 
IMG, see the Forrester report “The Forrester Wave™: Identity Management And Governance, Q3 2018.”

S&R professionals may question if they have addressed all the security threats and adopted IAM best practices. 
To assess your organization’s IMG maturity, see the Forrester report “The Forrester Identity Management And 
Governance Maturity Model.”

12 CIAM vendors include Auth0, ForgeRock, Gigya (acquired by SAP), Janrain, LoginRadius, Microsoft, Ping Identity, and 
Salesforce. For more information on CIAM, see the Forrester report “The Forrester Wave™: Customer Identity and 
Access Management, Q2 2017.”

For more on SAP’s acquisition of Gigya read the Forrester blog. Source: Merritt Maxim and Andras Cser, “SAP Buys 
CIAM Vendor Gigya,” Forrester Blogs, September 25, 2017 (https://go.forrester.com/blogs/sap-buys-ciam-vendor-
gigya/).

13 For more on how CIAM is enabling digital transformation, see the Forrester report “Top Trends Shaping IAM In 2019.”

14 RBA vendors include CA Technologies, Easy Solutions, IBM, Kount, Lexis Nexis Risk Solutions, RSA, SecureAuth, and 
ThreatMetrix (acquired by Lexis Nexis). For more on RBA, see the Forrester report “The Forrester Wave™: Risk-Based 
Authentication, Q3 2017.”

Lexis Nexis Risk Solutions acquired ThreatMetrix on February 22, 2018. Source: “LexisNexis Risk Solutions 
Announces ThreatMetrix Acquisition Close,” LexisNexis press release, February 22, 2018 (https://www.threatmetrix.
com/press-releases/lexisnexis-risk-solutions-announces-threatmetrix-acquisition-close/).

15 See the Forrester report “Forrester’s Risk-Centric Identity And Access Management Process Framework.”

16 PIM vendors include BeyondTrust (acquired by Bomgar), Bomgar, CA Technologies, Centrify, CyberArk, 
ManageEngine, Micro Focus, One Identity, Senhasegura, Thycotic, and WALLIX. For more information on PIM, see the 

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES143661
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES136652
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES123341
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES123341
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES142635
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES136751
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